The TP performance spotlight

BECAUSEYOU SHOULDN'T
LEARNM O W YOUR
TP N W O R K PROBLEMS
FROMYOUR USERS
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NET/ALERT
The TP performance spotlight

NETIALERT is a microcomputerbased system that continuously
monitors the telecommunications
A revolutionary new tool
system to provide on-line, real-time
that shows operations managers
information to operations managers,
how every terminal on every line
data communications managers and
in their telecommunications system other data processing management.
is performing...right now !
NETIALERT scans every data and
control character entering or leaving
the system, and transforms it into
usable information on overall system
performance It continuously
displays system status on a color
graphics CRT a It watches for real or
trouble such as response
time or error retry problems It
provides early warning alerts - both
visual and audible - for your
operators It records performance
data on terminals, lines, and the
overall system It prepares easy-touse management reports to help you
measure and improve system
performance and plan network
development.

The moment an operational problem occurs, NETIALERT detects it and
reports it to operations management
Know about poor response
time or bad lines before your user does
Give your operators easy-to-use
status information and trouble alerts
to help them quickly identify
and correct problems

* Get the facts you need to
improve system performance
Provide a higher level of
service to your users
NETIALERT - action...
not reaction

Take the "guesswork" out of operations management. Get
real-time performance information on your network operation.
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Learn about vour TP network problems
from NET/&ERT...~o~
from your users!

the status of the entire
data communications
system...uses colors and
graphics to show at a
glance how the system
is running at the
moment.

An alert message at the bottom of the
screen indicates a specific terminal on
one line is having trouble. By using
"next-level" NETIALERT screens (see
following pages), the operator can
pin oint line problems - learning,
perpapst that the response time on
other terminals on this Iine, and on
other lines, is about to exceed
acceptable parameters. This may
indicate a computer system is becoming
overloaded with jobs - a problem that
operations can react to immediately
through scheduling changes.

Error retries are
higher than usual
and response time
is going up.
Operations can use
NETIALERT data to
diagnose line
problems.

Carrier has been
lost. All user
terminals are down.
The failure may be
in the line or a
modem. Operations
knows immediately
and can take a c t ~ o n
to get the users back
on line.

Transaction volume
is high. Response
time is going up.
O eratians can
inform the user that
he is pushing more
work than usual
through the system
and may experience
degraded service.

Unretouched photograph of actual NETIALERT screen.

means
better
information
for
operations
managers
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The NETWORK STATUS screen is the highest level summary display. A
simplified system block diagram graphically displays the status of the entire
telecommunications system, a group of applications, or a single application. Colors
show condition at a glance. Green means normal. Yellow means potential trouble.
Red means operator attention may be needed. Each line group schemati; represents
multiple lines. Measurements of transaction volume and error rates are for all lines in
each line group.

Response time is an indication of how your user sees the level of service. NETIALERT
calculates response time for individual terminals, and smooths an average over an
operations-specified interval. It then averages response time for all terminals on a line and
in a line group. The result is displayed in the response time block. The "worst" response
time is for one specific line and terminal.
This sample display shows NETWORK STATUS at 4 3 3 P.M. O n e of the eight line
groups has a response time problem. Although the average response time is 4 seconds,
the worst case is 9 seconds. The NETIALERT message ("ALERT 216 ...") shows that Line 3
of Line Group 01 has bad response time.

Jnretouched photographs of actual NETIALERT screens.
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With lightpen or
keyboard input, a1
operator can
reauest the scree11
at right, a level 2 display.
This LINE STATUS
screen shows graphically
the state of each
individual line within a
specific line group. (If a
line group includes more
than eight lines, multiple
screens are used.) The
display details the
present status of each

I

terminal on each line.
This example more
specifically shows the
trouble being encountered
on Line 3 of Line Group
01.Five terminals on this
line are experiencing
response times beyond
operations-specified
parameters. Also, both
the transaction volume
and error retry rate are
in the potential trouble
range.

NETIALERI tells you how your TP system
is runnmg right now...or why it's not!

NET/ALERT tells you how your TP system
is running right now...or why it's not!

T h i s screen shows five point-to-point lines
and one multi-point line in Line Group
01. If there are more lines in a line group,
they are displayed on subsequent screens.
Transactions per hour is a measure of how
busy a line is. N E T I A L E R T counts
transactions, calculates the hourly rate, and
displays the results at operations-specified
intervals. If the transaction volume nears
or exceeds operations-specified parameters,
the numbers change color, to yellow or red.

A transaction from a terminal has not
received a response from the hosf computer.

I

T h e modem signal quality indicator
identifies a marginal line.
Each block represents a terminal with its
N E T I A L E R T response time ( i n seconds)
indicated to the left. T h e color changes to
yellow or red when the N E T I A L E R T
response time exceeds opcrations-specified
parameters.

A remote control unit has sent a status
N E T I A L E R T has detected a line or
modem failure, indicated by a loss of
carrier.

A remote control unit has failed to respond
to a polling sequence from the hosf
computer.
Error rate is a measure of line
performance. N E T I A L E R T counts error
retries, calculafes the ratio of retries to total
transmissions, and displays the result at
operations-specified intervals. Numbers
change from green to yellow to red as error
rates increase.

message to the host computer indicating
that a terminal prinfer requires operator
intervention.
Terminal printer.
N E T I A L E R T messages are logged on the
prinfer and displayed on the color C R T .

An operator can next call the most detailed screen, the TERMINAL STATUS
screen shown above. This screen shows the present status of each terminal on a
single line plus response time comparisons with prior periods. Also shown are
transaction and error rates for each terminal. The response time bar charts
indicate, for each terminal, the response time today (T), yesterday at this time (Y),and
.
. ..
*
.
month-to-date at this time (1~1). I he graphs at the bottom ot the screen show trends in
response time for the entire line by: each hour of the current day * overall line
response time today, this time yesterday, and this time month-to-date, and month-todate average response times for each hour of the day. The section at the top of the screen
shows reference data about the line.
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means
better
service
for
on-line
users
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DATA
MEMORIES, INC.

October 31, 1979

Mr. Robert Rath
Planning Specialist
Pacific Gas & Electric
245 Market Street
San Francisco, CA 94106

Dear Bob:

I have enclosed a brochure describing the "NET ALERT" Telecommunications
monitoring system. I sincerely believe that this device is one of the
most innovative things that has happened to data processing in the last
number of years.
As you can see from the literature, the NET ALERT system will monitor
your entire telecommunications network system from the host down to the
individual terminal. The use of color graphics greatly enhances the impact of spotting potential and/or problem areas.
In most cases I have already spoken to you about the enclosed system.
If we have not arranged for a meeting and you wish to discuss this further,
please feel free to contact me at your earliest convenience.
Western Data Memories and Avant-Garde are planning a seminar to take
place within the next two months. At this demonstration I will have a
live CRT on display for your review,

In closing, I will be more than happy to answer any questions that you may
have regarding a MET ALERT so do not hesitate to contact me and arrange
for an in-house demonstration.
Sincerely yours,

n

David J
DJW:pjb
Enclosure
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BURLINGAME. CALIFORNIA 94010
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(415) 6 9 7 - 7 9 3 9

NET/ALERT provides the information you need
to measure, analyze, and $in for the growth
of your data corrununications system
O n e of the daily management reports, the NETIALERT Application Performance Summary is a one-page
report of how each teleprocessing application performed yesterday. It includes comparisons with the
previous day, month-to-date, and year-to-date averages. It provides data on response times, transaction
counts, and line performance. A highlight is the "NETIALERT Index." This index is a numerical indication of
how well the system performed. It can be compared with the previous day, month-to-date, and year-to-date
figures for spotting trends. The NETIALERT Index is a proprietary part of the NETIALERT system. It is
calculated from an algorithm combining factors for transaction volumes, line capacities, and system
performance. The index provides an easy-to-use method for tracking performance, comparing past
performance, and planning for the future.
Another important feature is the "HOT SPOTS" report that lists the most critical troubles or potential
troubles in the system. This report provides the management data necessary to measure performance, spot
troubles, and act to correct problems.

Patent Pending

